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Peace from on High,
We come with Truth from the Center. The explanation of this position is
as follows.
The Truth is what is right, simply put. Truth is different from true by conditions and positions. To Our Street
Hustlers selling drugs, so it is true you deal with drugs. However, it is false reality you live. Drugs are not the
Truth. Drugs of every kind causes you to live the worst version of your Self. There are only two things in
existence; this is Truth & Falsehood. We will continuously expound on these until you graduate.
Concerning the Center; it is the Source from where We come.
Now, We can proceed in the this lesson which is pertaining to Our future. The future being referred to is Our
precious children. In every major city in this political construct is under harvest by predators and flesh peddlers
while, this so-called government is propagating foolish issues such as immigration and tariffs. Set aside these
coffee table topics and focus your attention on what is Life impacting. We must protect Our youth from the
dangers awaiting in shadows. Human trafficking is the new slave-trade of Our era. If We do nothing about this
then, We could never honor Our heroes ever again. Our sons and daughters are being snatched off the same
streets We hustle on. How is this so? The Streets are going to be always the Streets and now the Streets are
in pain crying out for Justice. Street Workers, you know what you are watching for. So, now you watch for
some more. When you see a low life attempting kidnapp a child, you engage him or her swiftly and fiercely
protecting the child from would be harm. We must treat every child as if they were Our very Own. Timeout for
reaction. It's time for Proaction from Ours with something to prove. Stop taking lives and start saving them.
Remember this, you can never be faulted for doing what is Right. You are blameless. Be proud of your virtuous
act of Heroism. Community, protect those who sacrifice their safety to protect children. Put them in the same
category with MLK, Malcom X and the rest of Our Heroes. Celebrate them living, inspiring them to greater
heroics. As far as the scum who disturb the Peace, if they fall by their own folly then, so be it and that is all
there is to be said of such a fool. Allow a good standing citizen to explain to law enforcement officers and
agents the passing events. Open and shut! Bare in mind the initiator of crime retains onus for all events thus
forth transpired.
Protecting others and your Self from harm by a violent offender carries no chargeable offense. If ever
confronted by an overzealous Prosecutioner, just remind them of their sworn oath to only prosecute criminality
and no law can be construed to abridge the Rights of the People. Self preservation is the first law of Nature
and to protect any too weak to protect themselves is a Selfless act therefore, facilitated by the Holy Spirit which
could never be questioned by Man, State or Government. We are going to Peace for now. Contemplate what
you have read here today. Share it family and friends. Discuss these matters and seek Wise counsel to
elucidate things you may be unfamiliar with. If you are compelled to contact the Source of this Word, You are
warmly invited to Build.
Peace & Prosperity,
Rahim the Architect

